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Abstract
Bluetooth was originally designed for continuous, streaming data applications that
exchange a lot of data at a close range. With standardization of mesh networking capability,
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) has attracted attention as a main protocol in the Internet of
Things (IoT) applications, such as a smart home and a smart factory. However, in Bluetooth
communication, a single device can only connect to a maximum of seven devices at the same
time. This limitation also affects various IoT applications where many devices need to be
connected to a single gateway within a one-hop range. In this paper, we propose a method to
improve the device capacity in BLE-based networks. Our method establishes a connection
between a BLE device and a gateway only when data exchange is required. For this, we
utilize the Advertising Event message to recognize whether a device requires a connection. In
addition, we design our method to make the connection between devices easier by using the
contents of advertising packet. If our method is applied to an application that requires
communication intermittently (or only when requested by user) such as monitoring or remote
control, devices will be able to communicate with the gateway stably, even if there are
numerous devices in the system.
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1. Introduction
As smart home technology evolves, more and more home appliances are interconnected.
The communication of a smart home is mainly performed indoors, and does not require wide
coverage in most homes. Accordingly, most of the smart home products are connected to a
single gateway (or a single hub) using a short range communication, and the gateway is
connected to the Internet. Therefore, it is possible to provide remote monitoring and control
functions or to control home appliances directly by using a hub through a smart home.
Many previous studies [1-5] have applied Bluetooth as a communication technology
between devices and a gateway, to reduce the cost of the product and the power consumption
of devices. However, in Bluetooth communication, a single device can only connect to a
maximum of seven devices at the same time this limitation also affects various IoT
applications. Therefore, it is difficult to communicate smoothly in a situation where many
devices need to be connected to a single gateway. To overcome this problem, a large amount
of research using advertising events of Bluetooth 4.0 [6-8] are being studied. Even if
advertising events do not establish any connections between devices, because they broadcast
control signals through advertising packets, so there is no limit to the number of devices that
can be connected. However, broadcast link has problems that are vulnerable to security and it
is not guaranteed to be reliable in transmission. In addition, advertising packets have
difficulty in transmitting a lot of data at one time because the maximum payload is 31 bytes.
There is also a limitation in bi-directional communication.
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In this paper, we propose a method to improve the device capacity in the BLE-based
networks. To do this, we use advertising events to connect to the gateway only in situations
requiring communication. In addition, we design a method to make the connection between
devices easier by using the contents of an advertising packet. If our method is applied to an
application that requires communication intermittently (or only when requested by user) such
as monitoring or remote control, all devices will be able to communicate with the gateway
stably even if there are numerous devices in the system. This improves device capacity in
BLE-based networks while providing the reliability of inter-device communication.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The following section covers related works.
Section 3 presents an on-demand connection establishment scheme to improve a device
capacity in the BLE-based networks. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. Related Works
2.1. A Method for Configuration of Smart Home Network

Figure 1. The Basic Idea of effSense [1]
Many previous studies [1-5] have applied Bluetooth as a communication technology
between devices and a gateway, to reduce the cost of the product and the power consumption
of devices. The authors of [1] proposes an effSense mechanism for uploading sensed data that
has been collected from various devices via a Bluetooth gateway to the server. With a
Bluetooth gateway, devices that can be directly connected to the Internet are able to save
energy. In addition, devices that cannot be directly connected to the Internet are able to
reduce communication costs. Figure 1 shows a simple example to illustrate the basic of
effSense.
Recently, a lot of research using advertising events of Bluetooth 4.0 [6-8] is being studied.
Sung-Woo Ahn's study [6] proposes a smart attendance confirmation system using
advertising events based on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). The beacon devices periodically
transmit advertisement packets, and students who receive the packets can check their
attendance through the smartphone application. This scheme allows many devices to receive
advertising packets at the same time. On the other hand, since devices cannot transmit, this
scheme can be applied only to applications requiring unidirectional communication.
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Figure 2. An Example of a Bluetooth Mesh Network [11]
With the standardization [9,10] of mesh networking capability, BLE has attracted attention
as a main protocol in the IoT applications, such as a smart home and a smart factory. An
example of a Bluetooth mesh network can be seen in Figure 2. Uniqon Inc. [12] launched a
product with longer communication range by sharing data among Bluetooth devices through
BLE mesh networking. However, in Bluetooth communication, a single device can only
connect to a maximum of seven devices at the same time. Therefore, it is difficult to
communicate smoothly in a situation where many devices need to be connected to a single
gateway within a one-hop range. In this paper, we propose a method to improve the device
capacity in the BLE-based networks.
2.2. Typical Operational Procedures of Bluetooth
Figure 3 shows the typical operation procedure for creating a Bluetooth connection
between two devices. As Bluetooth is an ad-hoc wireless communications technology, there
are some operational procedures so that the subsequent communications can take place. A
device may be engaged in a number of these procedures and modes:
2.2.1. Inquiry (Discovering): Bluetooth devices use the inquiry procedure to discover the
other devices, or to be discovered by devices in their locality. A Bluetooth device that tries to
find other nearby devices is known as an inquiring device. An inquiring device actively sends
inquiry requests. Bluetooth devices that are available to be found are known as discoverable
devices. Discoverable devices listen for inquiry requests and send responses.
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Figure 3. Connection Process of Bluetooth [13]
2.2.2. Paging (Connecting): The paging procedure for forming connections requires that one
Bluetooth device carries out the page (connection) procedure while the other Bluetooth device
is scanning the page. Because the procedure is targeted, the page procedure is only responded
to by one specified Bluetooth device. Both paging and connectable device may already be
connected to other Bluetooth devices.
2.2.3. Connection: There is a physical link between the devices after a successful paging
procedure. While connected a device can change the modes of the physical and logical links
(e.g., reduced power mode). It is also possible for the device to carry out inquiry, paging or
scanning procedures or to be connected to other Bluetooth devices without needing to
disconnect from the original physical channel [14].

3. Design and Implementation of the System
3.1. Architecture of the System
The proposed system can be used in applications in which many slaves are connected to a
single gateway as shown in Figure 4. Our system improves the device capacity of the gateway
by using advertising events to connect to the gateway only in situations requiring
communication. In this system, slaves (end devices) operate as an advertiser that continuously
broadcast advertising packets. And a master (the gateway) operates as a scanner to scan
advertising packets.
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Figure 4. System Architecture
The gateway in the proposed system is connected to various home appliances (end devices)
via Bluetooth. The home appliances can be controlled using the gateway. In addition, they
can be remotely controlled by connecting to the Internet via the gateway. If a smart home
system applies our on-demand connection establishment scheme, the gateway can
accommodate all devices even if there is a large number of home appliances that we want to
control. Our scheme is able to be applied not only to a smart home but also to various IoT
applications such as a smart factory.
We designed and developed a platform that can easily connect legacy devices to the
Internet via Bluetooth in our previous studies [15-17]. This allows legacy devices to be
expanded to IoT devices at a low-cost without replacing existing devices. Details are
addressed in Section 3.4.
3.2. Message Composition
Apple Inc. developed iBeacon [18] specification for transmitting data by using the "data"
field of the BLE Advertising packet [14]. The iBeacon packet contains 16 bytes of "Proximity
UUID" field, which is an identifier used to identify devices. In this paper, we design a
message using "Proximity UUID" fields of iBeacon packet. Figure 5 shows the message
format.
Table 1. Fields of the Advertising Packet
Fields

State

Descriptions
Identifies the slave which the master should connect by recognizing
the product in the same service
Indicates whether the slave requires a connection at that time or not

MAC Address

Informs the slave’s MAC address to the master

Product Type
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Figure 5. Message Format
The iBeacon's UUID of the advertising packet broadcasted by the slave consists of the
"product type", "state", and "MAC address" fields. Table 1 shows the description of each field.
The "product type" is a unique character assigned to identify the slave which the master
should connect among a large number of Bluetooth devices that may exist around. The "state"
indicates whether the slave requires a connection at that time. The "MAC address" is a field
for informing the slave's MAC address to the master, so that the master can connect to the
slave directly.
The slave sets the "state" field of the advertising packet to 0 if there is no data to send. On
the other hand, if there is data to send, the slave sets the "state" field to 1 and sets its MAC
address in the "MAC address" field of the packet. The master verifies the contents of the
scanned advertising packet if the "product type" is the same as its own. The master ignores it
if the "state" field of the scanned packet is set to 0. On the other hand, the master understands
that the slave has data to send if the field of the packet is set to 1. Therefore, the master can
recognize the slave that needs a connection, and connect to that slave by using the MAC
address.
Usually, many devices need a lot of steps to establish a Bluetooth connection; discovering
the peripheral devices, checking the list of discovered devices, selecting the device to connect
from the list, and so on. However, there is no way to check the list of discovered devices for
devices that do not have a display. In this case, by using the proposed method, it is possible to
accurately recognize the slave to be connected at this time by utilizing the state and the
"product type" fields. Therefore, there is an advantage that devices without a display can also
be connected to a desired device.
3.3. Operational Procedures of the Proposed System
3.3.1. Data Transmission Process from Slave to Master: Figure 6 shows the connection
procedure when the slave has data to send to the master. The slave usually broadcasts the
advertisement packet with the "state" field value set to 0. If there is data to send, the slave
changes the value of the "state" field to 1. And then, the slave sets its own MAC address in
the "MAC address" field. This process can also be performed when the slave is first registered
with the system.
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Figure 6. Data Transmission Process from Slave to Master
The master periodically scans the advertising packets. If the master scans a packet that’s
"state" field is at 1, the master recognizes that the slave has data to send and establishes a
connection to the slave’s MAC address. At this time, the master stores the slave’s MAC
address to be used in a situation where the master needs to send data to the slave at a later
time.
Once the connection between the master and the slave has been established, the slave
transfers the data to the master. After the data transfer is completed, the master terminates the
connection with the slave. The slave again broadcasts the advertising packet by modifying the
value of the "state" field to 0.
3.3.2. Data Transmission Process from Master to Slave: Figure 7 shows the connection
procedure when the master has data to send to the slave. If there is no data to send, the slave
broadcasts the advertisement packet with the "state" field value set to 0. The master ignores it
if the "state" field of the scanned packet is set to 0.
When the master has data to send to the slave, the master finds the destination MAC
address from the stored address list. And then, the master establishes a connection using the
MAC address that found. If the connection is established successfully, the master sends the
data to the slave. When the data transfer is completed, the master terminates the connection
with the slave. After the connection is terminated, the slave starts to broadcast the advertising
packet again.
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Figure 7. Data Transmission Process from Master to Slave

4. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed an on-demand connection establishment scheme to improve a
device capacity in the BLE-based networks. To do this, we use advertising events to connect
to the gateway only in situations requiring communication. In addition, we design a method
to make the connection between devices easier by using the contents of an advertising packet.
If our method is applied to an application that requires communication intermittently (or only
when requested by a user) such as monitoring or remote control, all devices will be able to
communicate with the gateway stably even if there are numerous devices in the system. This
improves the device capacity in BLE-based smart home networks while providing the
reliability and security of inter-device communication.
As future work, we intend to consider a method to enhance security of this system. In
addition, we plan to evaluate the capacity of our system by applying the method to practical
applications.
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